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Runtime:25 min2014 -    2018 (Ended)
Genres:Action, Science-Fiction, Horror, Adventure, Animation
Network:Tokyo MX
Terra Formars is a Japanese animatie series which aired on Tokyo MX. The series premiered on September 26, 2014.
 
 With the space program attempting to travel to Mars, 21st century scientists were tasked with warming up the planet so that humans could survive on its surface. They came up with an efficient and cost-effective plan of sending cockroaches and mold to the surface so that the mold would absorb the sunlight and the insect corpses would serve as a food source for the mold.
 
 It is now the year 2577 and the first manned ship to Mars has landed on the planet and the six crew members are ready for their mission. But what they find are giant mutated humanoid cockroaches with incredible physical strength. The crew members are easily wiped out, but not before sending a transmission back to Earth. Now, humanity will send elite warriors to exterminate the mutated bugs and claim back Mars.
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Akari Hizamaru
Yoshimasa Hosoya
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Keiji Onizuka
Daisuke Ono
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Michelle K.Davis
Shizuka Itō
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Marcos E.Garcia
Kaito Ishikawa
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Sylvester Asimov
Unsho Ishizuka
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Ivan Perepelkina
Kenji Akabane
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Terra Formars.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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